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Moldy games

Hi it’s Goldie from Goldie games to mark out one year anniversary (12 issues) I have teamed up with the one 

and only funny Motti to create a never seen before Moldy Games! Story by Motti, game by Goldie, together we 

bring you games that are moldy! So what are you waiting for? Come and play! Come make a story the moldy 

way! Once upon a time, there lived a girl named Flora.

Flora liked to [ Verb Base Form ] out in the fields collecting [ Adjective ] flowers and watching birds

fly across the sky.

One day, as Flora was playing in the field a [ Adjective ] meteor came crashing down, amazingly Flora

was unharmed and all that was left was a giant crater.

The next day Flora came to the crater to find it was filled with water, the cleanest most [ Adjective ] lake

to ever exist! She decided to call it Lake Wakahakachookie after the [ number ] the blade of [

Noun ] she had named.

Suddenly, a voice spoke from the pool and said "I am the spirit of Wakahakachookie and I have chosen you to

be my protector, keep me hidden for if my power falls into the wrong hands it could be [ Adjective ], I

grant you one wish, use it well and make sure no evil gets a chance to make a wish."

Flora thought for a little [ timeframe ] and then said "I wish to be able to speak to plants and help them do

extraordinary magical [ Noun Plural ]."

And the spirit of Lake Wakahakachookie responded "your wish has been granted."

Flora came to the Lake every day from then on, causing a [ Adjective ] forest to grow around it and protect

and



hide it. She [ Verb Past Tense ] her new power so much and would often spend hours [ Verb Present 

ends in ING ] with the grass, trees, and flowers. And for a while everything seemed to be [ Adjective ].

Somehow word of a Lake that grants wishes reached the ears of He Who Cannot Be Named, (not because his

name is so terrifying but because his name was [ random letter making up a name ], you try pronouncing his name

correctly, that's probably why he's evil in the first place) so he decided he will find the lake and use it in his

newest scheme to conquer the world!!!!!!!!!!!!!

So he gathered up all his evil henchllamas and together they set out. [ number ] days later they arrived at

Flora's house. He Who Cannot Be Named rang the doorbell and asked Flora if she knew where Lake

Wakahakachookie was.

"How do you know about Lake Wakahakachookie?" Flora asked.

"I'm evil, we tend to know about these things" He Who Cannot Be Named explained.

"Oh, well in that case you want to go about twenty miles that way" she pointed in the opposite direction from the

[ Noun ] with the lake. "Then go five miles north, then five miles east, then five miles south, then five

miles west, repeat these last four directions until you come to the lake, got it?" 

He Who Cannot Be Named [ Adverb ] wrote down the directions ``got it, thanks!" And with that, he and

his [ Adjective ] henchllamas marched off.

Flora quickly [ Verb Past Tense ] to Lake Wakahakachookie to make sure nobody else had come and

remained there on guard for many days, meanwhile after [ number ] days of following the directions He

Who Cannot Be Named began to get a sense that he'd been tricked, after 2 more days he felt certain that Flora

was



[ Verb Present ends in ING ], so he went to his friend, the evil Dr. Dinkleduck and together they invented the

Lake Wakahakachookie tracking device. With the tracking device He Who Cannot Be Named easily found the

forest.

Flora watched as He Who Cannot Be Named and his army of evil henchllamas marched up to her, " you lied to

me!" He said [ Adverb ], "now I shall destroy you and conquer the world!!" 

"Not if I stop you first!" Flora said bravely, "forest, [ exclamation ]!!!" And with that the forest sprung to

life, but as mighty as the [ Adjective ] forest was the evil hench llamas were stronger! It wasn't long before

the forest was completely destroyed and He Who Cannot Be Named was standing in front of Lake

Wakahakachookie.

"[ weird sound ]" he [ Adverb ] cackled gleefully, "I wish..." He said, pausing very [ Adverb

].

Flora quickly decided to use this opportunity, "you're defeated" she informed him.

"I'm [ Adjective ]? He Who Cannot Be Named asked looking back at her confused, then his eyes snapped

back to the lake "[ Exclamation ]!!!"

But it was too late, he got his wish and he was defeated, "you lied to me again!!!!" He [ Verb Past Tense ].

She smiled, "I merely did what I needed to for Motti to be able to write this story." 

"Thanks Flora!" I said, "I knew it was a good idea to make you a character that knows you're in a story" 

To thank Flora I wrote that she lived the rest of her days in peace and [ Noun ], and I locked up He Who

Cannot Be Named until the next time I decide to use him as the villain, the end.
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